
Show off
your smile.

Virtually invisible. Extraordinary results.

The clear way to

amazing results
Braces no longer mean inconvenience, discomfort and 

a mouth full of metal. 

Damon Clear™ is part of the Damon® System, a completely

new treatment approach. The Damon System combines 

tie-less braces with memory-shaped archwires to move

teeth quickly, comfortably and with truly spectacular smile

and facial results. 

It’s time to look at braces in a whole new light. Show off

your smile with Damon Clear while in treatment and for

years to come.
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Ormco Corporation
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800.854.1741 or 714.516.7400
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What you can expect with 
Damon Clear

“I didn’t even notice your braces!” 
• A crystal-clear design that is virtually invisible.

• Resistant to staining and easy to keep clean.

“That was fast and comfortable!”
• Exceptional comfort without tightening.

• Fewer office visits and fast results.

“Your smile is amazing!”
• Bite correction, smile arc and proper alignment.

• Outstanding results that improve the way you
look and feel.

Did you know…

Independent studies show that patient

satisfaction with the Damon System is

greater than with traditional braces.2

Virtually invisible

With Damon Clear, people may not even realize you're

wearing braces. Other so-called “clear” braces have visible

metal parts or elastic ties that can yellow during treatment

and collect bacteria.1 But tie-less Damon Clear braces are

discrete, easy to keep clean and resistant to staining and

discoloration.

Fast treatment

While treatment time may vary, studies show that treatment

with the Damon System is up to six months faster than

with traditional braces.2

Greater comfort

Damon Clear braces are small and designed with ultra-

smooth contours that are gentle to teeth and tissues. 

Clinical studies show that the Damon System provides 

more comfortable treatment than traditional braces.1

www.damonbraces.com
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Clear advantages of the Damon System

Virtually Invisible
No. Elastic ties may yellow 

during treatment.
Yes Yes

Everyone is

a Candidate
Yes Yes No3

Quality of Results
Treats mild to severe 

crowding.

Treats mild to severe crowding 
while delivering enhanced 

facial aesthetics.  

Treats mild to moderate tooth 
crowding but does not treat 
as effectively as braces, 
according to studies.4

Long-Term 

Results

Retainer at night may 
be recommended.

Retainer at night may 
be recommended.

Higher relapse rate than braces.5

Aligner/retainer at night may 
be recommended.

Comfort
May experience pressure 

or “tightening.”

More comfortable than 
traditional braces, according 

to clinical studies.1

May experience discomfort 
at the beginning of each 

treatment phase.6

Speech Difficulty No No
May temporarily affect speech 
(e.g., lisp) during treatment.6

Traditional Braces Damon System Aligners

Extraordinary smiles and faces

The space between this patient’s 

front teeth is obvious, but note 

that many teeth are tipped inward,

resulting in a narrow smile. This 

patient could be treated with

traditional braces or aligners to 

make minor corrections or benefit

from the Damon System and get 

more than straight teeth.

Following treatment with the Damon

System, this patient benefited from

straight teeth as well as a broader

smile and improved facial aesthetics.

After treatment with the Damon System, many patients

notice a change in their entire face and profile. We call this

the Damon System Bracelift™– a wide smile with beautiful

facial aesthetics. 

Aligners can be discrete, but may

not be a viable treatment option 

for everyone. Plus, they 

must be worn a 

minimum of 20-22 hours 

a day to be most effective.6

Failure to do so will lengthen

treatment time.

Traditional braces use elastic ties or clips that

“bind” wires in place, similar to a bungee cord.

This method results in higher friction and 

pressure, which can

slow down

treatment 

and create an

uncomfortable

“tightening” feeling.

Innovative technology 
makes Damon Clear unique

• Tie-less braces that don’t need to be “tightened” and are gentle

to the teeth and tissues.

• High-technology, memory-shaped wires that quickly move teeth 

and require fewer adjustments.

• A clinically proven treatment approach that straightens teeth 

and enhances facial aesthetics.

Damon Clear is part of the innovative Damon

System, which uses a tie-less slide mechanism

that allows high-technology wires to move 

freely through the bracket. 

This reduces friction

and binding, allowing 

teeth to move 

quickly and 

more comfortably.
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